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Government bodies need to respond to the nation's biggest challenges, often very
quickly and under great pressure. We are here to help you deliver policy initiatives
and time-critical projects in the best possible way.

Introduction
✓

1000+ people across six offices

✓

550 lawyers

✓

97% of our staff would recommend Mills & Reeve as a good place to work

✓

Accredited with Investors In People Gold Standard

Working with us
✓

Immersive - Where appropriate, we dig into the areas many lawyers wouldn’t, living and breathing your project
alongside you. We don’t limit ourselves to giving technical advice.

✓

Collaborative - We mobilise teams of specialist lawyers quickly, bringing your people along with us. This
ensures we work together as one lean expert-led team from start to finish.

✓

Bold - We give you the key strategic advice you need at critical moments. We won’t sit on the fence.

✓

Accredited - Our firm has Cyber Essentials Plus accreditation and a range of lawyers with security clearance.

✓

Socially conscious - We’re in a fortunate position to be able to make a positive impact on society in line with
our established ESG agenda. We can help you deliver on your social value objectives.

✓

Risk aware - We present risk in accordance with government risk assessment guidance, but always
recognising your own priorities and objectives.

What else sets us apart?
✓

Our culture - Our strong firm culture (evidenced in the awards and accreditations above) helps us naturally
produce outstanding service, delighted clients, and committed and happy people.

✓

Access to our networks - Our clients span the full breadth of the public, private and third sectors; from
charities to listed companies, from investors to small business owners. Whatever area you operate in, we can
connect you to the groups affected by your policies.

✓

Tailored added value offering - We “mix and match” our value-added offering to meet each client’s individual
requirements. This allows us to work in partnership to drive efficiency and develop close working relationships.

✓

Relationship investment - We invest time (for free), getting to know your team, your systems, your
requirements and your objectives. This enables us to deliver swift advice appropriately tailored to your
organisation and your project.

✓

Global reach – through our hand-picked network of ‘best friend’ firms, we can support you
with your projects in Scotland, Northern Ireland and around the world.
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Team Structure
Kevin Calder
Supplier Relationship Manager
kevin.calder@mills-reeve.com

Framework Support
Data Protection Officer: Joy Findlay

Greg Gibson
Head of Sector
greg.gibson@mills-reeve.com

Supplier Marketing Contact: Emma Farmer

Compliance Officer: Tim Winn
Commercial Manager: Ryan Wakefield

For bid / tender opportunities, please e-mail: RM6179@mills-reeve.com
Capacity listed relates to lawyers with experience of working with Government sector clients. In the majority of
specialisms, we are able to call upon additional resource from lawyers working within other sectors. We would look to
upskill any additional resource on the nuances of working within the Government Sector quickly and free of charge.
You can e-mail any contact listed by clicking on their name…
Mandatory
Competition law
specialisms
Construction law
Contracts
Corporate law
Dispute Resolution and Litigation
Employment law
Environmental law
Information law inc. data protection law
Information technology law
Intellectual property law
Non complex finance and investment
Outsourcing
Partnership law
Pensions law
Planning law
Projects/PFI/PPP
Public law
Public procurement law
Real estate and real estate finance
Restructuring / Insolvency
Retained EU law and EU law
Tax law

Key contact
Greg Gibson
Stuart Thompson
Greg Gibson
Neil Burton
Eric France
Andrew Secker
Duncan Astill
Peter Wainman
Sophie Burton-Jones
Mark Pearce
Frances Churchard
Martin Priestley
Neil Burton
Clare Grice
Peter Seaborn
Jens Henniker Heaton
Richard Sykes
Shailee Howard
Andrew Wood
Neil Smyth
Greg Gibson
Kevin Lowe

Capacity
4
21
42
21
37
42
2
24
21
36
13
20
6
2
7
17
16
25
55
9
4
4

Optional
Specialisms

Charities
Neil Burton
9
Children and vulnerable adults
Jill Mason
6
Education law
Richard Sykes
6
Energy and natural resources
Andrew Ray
17
Food, Rural and Environmental Affairs
Michael Aubrey
22
Franchise law
Fay Lyttle
8
Health and Healthcare
Jill Mason
21
Health and Safety
Duncan Astill
5
Immigration
Alex Russell
5
Life sciences
James Fry
16
Media law
Mark Hovell
9
Public inquiries and inquests
Katrina McCrory
14
Telecommunications
Peter Wainman
5
Other than where a restriction / limitation is identified on a specialism page, we can provide full service in all specialisms.
Where required to work with subcontractors, we can work flexibly to meet client needs. We have experience project
managing and acting as the central point of contact for all advice and invoicing, as well as allowing clients to liaise and
work directly with the approved subcontractor.
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Social Value
As a strategic priority for our team, we work hard to deliver
social value in everything we do. Here's a snapshot of our
activity in this area, revealing how we support our government
clients and build a representative, motivated team.

Delivering social value for you
How can you be confident that social value is effectively delivered? We advise on what to consider when procuring
services and then develop clauses and schedules with social and environmental requirements built in. Key to success
is stipulating what to measure and report on, enabling departments to keep track of suppliers’ social value
commitments and put in place remediation steps where necessary.
In action: During a recent, complex procurement process for the Department for Work and Pensions, we drafted a
schedule that ensures social value is delivered throughout the life of the contract.

Social value within Mills & Reeve
Our collaborative, innovative culture empowers our government team employees to set the agenda on social value.
We work alongside members of our active firmwide taskforces for gender, LGBTQ+, race, disability and wider
inclusion to co-create social value initiatives that increase representation, enhance staff wellbeing and ensure we
make a positive impact on the wider world.
In action:
•

We are steadily closing the gender pay gap each year and have done so every year we have reported on our
data.

•

Recruitment processes are constantly developed to eliminate bias. We are rolling out anonymised CVs and use
the Rare Contextual Recruitment System to boost social mobility.

•

Our comprehensive wellbeing offering supports physical and mental health, and promotes healthy living. It
includes confidential mental health support, financial planning tools, resilience training and sports challenges.

•

Our dedicated firmwide ESG and Wellbeing leads have extensive expertise in their areas and drive change every
day.

•

Reverse mentoring enables our senior government team to gain greater insight into the issues employees face
and how to overcome them.

•

As a member of the Legal Sustainability Alliance, we share lessons learnt across firms to collectively act as an
industry on climate change.

•

Members of the team are encouraged to undertake charity work and raise money for the local community, even
being allocated time off to enable this.

We recognise that we can always do more. To continue to improve, we’re currently undertaking an in-depth
consultation with clients to hear directly how we can help them achieve their social value aims.
•

55% female, 45% male - Gender balance of the government team

•

17% - Proportion of work performed by underrepresented groups in the government team

•

95% - Percentage of staff that feel that our firm values people’s differences

•

18 - Number of years we’ve been ranked as a best place to work

•

14% - Firmwide target for Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic representation (above the Law Society
recommendation of 12%)

•

0 tonnes - None of our waste goes to landfill
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Lot 1: Mandatory Specialisms
Competition law
Our competition and state subsidy law experts work with a
wide range of organisations, including central government
departments, non-departmental public bodies, NHS trusts,
universities and local enterprise partnerships, to ensure
that critical contracts and programmes, grants and loans
comply with the competition and state subsidy (and
previously State aid) rules.

Our work
Market restructuring | We have advised a
number of government departments on the
competition law implications of procurements
that have the potential to restructure markets,
particularly those that shape private sector
supply chains or grant or require exclusivity in
certain markets and sectors.

Whilst always flagging relevant risk levels (using the
Government Legal Department risk matrix where
appropriate), we never simply tell you what you cannot do
but explore solutions with you to ensure you achieve your
objectives in a way which is compliant with competition
and state subsidy law.

Market enquiries and investigations| We
have supported organisations involved in two
of the most high-profile Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA) enquiries of recent
years – bid-rigging in the construction industry
and grocery supplies – and market
investigations (including the investigation into
the funeral market).

We enjoy working with our government clients to ensure
they have the tools they need to recognise the risks and,
where appropriate, take steps to ensure compliance. At
the moment we are rolling out training programmes to a
number of clients on the new state subsidy regime and
the National Security and Investment Act.

Compliance programmes | We have
developed and implemented competition
compliance programmes for a range of clients,
including acting for them during CMA dawn
raids.

Key strengths
Expertise | We have worked with numerous government
departments and public sector bodies on their most
significant competition law issues, from the Department
of Health and Social Care to the Department for
Education.

Subsidy Control I We are advising the
Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local
Government on the subsidy control / state aid
elements of its £170m Housing Infrastructure
Fund grant to the London Borough of Enfield to
fund infrastructure works that will unlock
housing development.

Tailored advice | We get to know you, your objectives
and the issues you’re facing so we can develop a plan
and offer advice that’s right for you.

State subsidy | We have offered state subsidy
advice on a number of technology research
accelerators across different scientific
disciplines, and on a research collaboration
involving multi-million-pound public funding for
over 20 different participants in the transport
sector.

Lead contacts
Greg Gibson
Partner
T +44(0)1603 693375
greg.gibson@mills-reeve.com

Simon Elsegood
Principal Associate

Healthcare sector | We worked with a major
private hospital operator to ensure three new
joint ventures with referring clinicians comply
with the CMA Private Healthcare Market
Investigation Order.

T +44(0)1603 693449
simon.elsegood@mills-reeve.com
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Construction law
Construction | A highly regarded department, offering a
full spectrum of legal advice for the construction sector,
including advice in relation to frameworks, outsourcing and
procurement. Clients include government departments,
healthcare bodies, local authorities, universities,
contractors and energy companies. We also have a
market-leading construction disputes practice.
Infrastructure | A nationally recognised practice advising
on projects across a wide range of sectors including
defence, healthcare, housing, highways, power
generation and student accommodation.

Our work
Construction contracts | Working with the
MoD’s in-house legal and property teams to
deliver NEC3 and NEC4 ECC contracts (with
specific Z clauses to meet the client’s needs)
for its latest national and international
construction frameworks.

Construction disputes | Advising and acting
for a NHS trust on a series of high-value and
complex adjudications arising out of ProCure
21+ framework.

Key strengths
In-depth expertise | We appreciate that it’s a project (8
transactional lawyers) or dispute (11 litigation lawyers)
and make sure that we deliver what you want and need.

ESG | Drafting ESG clauses generally
including green clauses for DEFRA and
social value model KPI’s and principal
obligations for MOD, DWP and DEFRA.

Detailed | Our transactional lawyers are adept at drafting
and negotiating all types of construction and
infrastructure documents. Our disputes team are equally
adept at advocacy, pleadings and settling disputes. For
more information please click on the lead contacts listed
below.

Facilities Management (FM) | Working with
DWP to develop its procurement contract
strategy to deliver FM services using the
NEC3, SE contract and the MCS / PSC
contracts

Training | NEC3 and 4 suite of contracts, ESG, building
safety

Lead contacts
Stuart Thompson
Partner

Frameworks | Working with DEFRA on
setting up a construction framework for
delivering critical works to its facilities across
the UK

T +44(0)1223 222354
stuart.thompson@mills-reeve.com

Stuart Pemble
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8335
stuart.pemble@mills-reeve.com

Infrastructure projects | Working with DWP
to put in place a series of contracts to enable
the department to deliver infrastructure and
high value capital works projects across the
UK.

Martino Giaquinto
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8225
martino.giaquinto@mills-reeve.com

Alison Garrett
Senior Legal Adviser
T +44(0)1223 222207
alison.garrett@mills-reeve.com
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Contracts
We work hard to make sure we genuinely understand
your requirements and develop clear, flexible and robust
contracts to deliver your policy and commercial
objectives.

Our work
Future Operating Model | We advised the
Department of Health and Social Care on its
high profile re-structuring of the NHS Supply
Chain, successfully completing a network of 13
separate but inter-linking contracts to deliver
significant cash-releasing savings from the
predicted £5 billion NHS annual spend through
the new Supply Chain model.

Key strengths
Collaboration | Our lawyers enjoy working together with
our government clients, their stakeholders and other
advisers. We are happy to second our lawyers to form
part of your project team and are skilled at facilitating
workshops to develop and agree the approach to key
commercial and policy issues. Our collaborative style
means we work as an extension to your project team
rather than simply as external lawyers.

T Levels | Operating against a timeframe that
the client described as “Herculean”, we drafted
and procured contracts for the appointment of
Awarding Organisations to develop, implement
and assess the Technical Qualification
component of the government’s ambitious T
Levels programme.

Joined up teams | We are able to deploy expert lawyers
to provide seamless advice on complex procurement,
contract, Competition law, TUPE and Pensions law
issues at short notice, which means that we can ensure
the quick resolution of issues so that contracts can be
developed at pace.

Ventilator Challenge | We mobilised a team
of experts to work alongside the Cabinet
Office, the Department of Health and Social
Care and the Government Legal Department in
the extremely urgent and high-profile effort to
procure large numbers of ventilators in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Can-do approach | As well as drafting the legal terms of
a contract, we “roll up our sleeves” and help develop and
document payment mechanisms, performance monitoring
regimes and technical and operational schedules.

Lead contacts
Greg Gibson
Partner

Simon Crane
Principal Associate

“The structure of your team for the
project (providing us with senior lawyer
support, whilst retaining overall strategic
and supervisory control at Partner level)
has provided us a first class legal service
without breaking the bank.”

T +44(0)1223 222546
simon.crane@mills-reeve.com

Ministry of Defence

T +44(0)1603 693375
greg.gibson@mills-reeve.com

Raith Pickup
Consultant
T +44(0)1223 222283
raith.pickup@mills-reeve.com

“[Your project lead] has been absolutely
fantastic throughout - responsive, calm,
collected, friendly - always keeps a cool
head in negotiations, brilliant at taking
the lead and steering the conversation…”
Cabinet Office
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Corporate law
Our team of experienced lawyers help with all elements
of corporate law and its impact on the public sector –
from public and private company transactions to share
acquisitions, disposals and capitalisations, government
company selection and formation, and joint ventures and
venture capital advice.

Our work
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy | We worked on the sale
of Constructionline, one of the UK’s largest
online procurement and supply chain
management services which was set up
initially by the government for public sector
contracts. We supported BEIS on the deal to
secure the future of Constructionline, ensuring
customers retain access to a comprehensive
and quality assured service, while achieving
the highest price possible.

We also support on directors’ duties, company secretarial
services, operating and partnership agreements, mutuals,
securities and governance matters, restructuring of
ownership and complex and innovative legal structures
and initiatives.

Key strengths
Innovative | We are known for delivering ‘firsts’ and have
a record of developing unique and innovative structures
which deliver your goals and reflect your risk tolerance.

Nesta | We advised on the creation and close
of a £20 million arts and culture investment
debt fund. A mix of public, private, and
philanthropic investors invested in the fund via
loans and grants, including Arts Council
England, the National Lottery Heritage Fund,
Big Society Capital, Bank of America, the
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and Nesta itself.

Impact | We have a wealth of experience advising on
social investments, joint ventures and funding
arrangements, and understand the delicate balance
required to protect public stakeholders and allow for
commercial growth whilst achieving social objectives.
Bold | Our team excels at challenging and unusual
projects, using our extensive experience to develop the
right way ahead for you.

Clean Technology Fund | We advised BEIS
and the Department for International
Development on the implications of a potential
green bond issue backed by the Clean
Technology Fund – an unincorporated trust
fund providing emerging economies with
scaled-up financing to support the rollout of
low-carbon technologies.

Lead contacts
Neil Burton
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222455
neil.burton@mills-reeve.com

Dona Ardeman
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222499
dona.ardeman@mills-reeve.com

Civil Service Live | We presented a workshop
on social impact investing at Civil Service Live
2019 and have been providing input on the
Reimagine Challenge.
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Dispute resolution and Litigation
For decades, our market-leading litigation and dispute
resolution team has helped government departments,
agencies and public bodies navigate problems and find
commercial and practical solutions to the disputes they
sometimes face.

Lead contacts
Eric France
Partner
T: +44 (0) 20 7648 9295
E: eric.france@mills-reeve.com

Richard Sykes
Partner

Where possible, we try to help you avoid disputes but
when a dispute is unavoidable, our litigation and dispute
resolution team will do everything in its power to help you
achieve a positive and cost effective resolution.

T: +44 (0) 121 456 8436
E: richard.sykes@mills-reeve.com

Rachel Higgs
Partner
T: +44 (0) 1603 693233
E: rachel.higgs@mills-reeve.com

Whether you need support with procurement disputes, a
judicial review, contract litigation or insolvency, we have
the experience to make the complex processes involved
simple and clear.

Mark Davison
Head of International Arbitration
T: +44 (0) 20 7648 9245
E: mark.davison@mills-reeve.com

For us, it is key to work with you collaboratively to
develop a strategy which is likely to achieve the best
possible result; whether that be negotiating an early
settlement via alternative dispute resolution or
prosecuting a claim or defence through the courts.

Rachel McDonnell
Principal Associate
T: +44 (0) 1603 693422
E: rachel.mcdonnell@mills-reeve.com

Helen Prandy
Principal Associate

Our highly experienced team can support you at every
stage of your dispute, from early case assessment and
dispute avoidance to negotiation, investigations,
mediation, expert determination, and adjudication, right
through to litigation and arbitration.

T: +44 (0) 1223 222344
E: helen.prandy@mills-reeve.com

“Mills & Reeve understood our
appetite for risk very well. They always
gave clear recommendations based on
the balance of risks and outlined steps
that could be taken to minimise them.”

Given the increasing number of government departments
using arbitration for confidential and sensitive projects,
our dedicated team of arbitration lawyers are on hand to
support you.
Our team also includes a number of trained mediators.
They understand the key pressure points and
psychologies behind the mediation process and are able
to use them to their advantage to help you achieve a
positive resolution, often at an early stage.

Maritime and Coastguard Agency

“Your work ethic and approach has
been outstanding.”

Our bench strength allows us to deploy resources to
meet your requirements. Over recent years, we have
scaled up our teams acting for government departments
to meet tight deadlines such as carrying out
investigations.

Department of Health and Social Care

We work across many sectors for both public and private
clients, both in the UK and abroad, giving us an all-round
view of the likely issues.
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Key strengths

Our work

We pride ourselves in working collaboratively with
clients to ensure that we understand their objectives
and have a clear plan of action in order to achieve
them.

Ofgem | We assisted Ofgem opposing
Centrica’s challenge to Ofgem’s price capping
on energy prices. We provided a senior
lawyer with significant judicial review
experience as a secondee to lead the case on
a day-to-day basis. This meant that direct
relationships were built, queries were
answered immediately and the in-house team
could be upskilled for future litigation.

With this in mind, we have pioneered our Mills &
Reeve 4C approach where we work with you to
understand what it is you want and how you want it to
be delivered. This gives you the tools to easily gauge
the value of our input.
Collaboration | Every case and every organisation is
different. Based on your situation and the strengths
and risks of the case, we will first work with you to
agree your ideal outcomes.

Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy | We advised the
Secretary of State for BEIS on the successful
service of director disqualification
proceedings by social media, including
Facebook.

In dialogue with you and your team, we learn about
your perception and assessment of the value and risk
of the disputes that you are trying to resolve. Where
appropriate, we challenge that perception before
agreeing the litigation and dispute resolution strategy.
We work with you to identify the right resources, the
core team, budget and methods of communication.
Resources could mean, for instance, an in-depth
secondment to improve our team working, facilitate
knowledge sharing and provide on the job training.

Department of Health and Social Care | We
successfully lifted an injunction and defended
an application for summary judgment. We
resolved a procurement challenge by the
incumbent supplier in respect of the logistics
contract awarded as part of the Future
Operating Model restructure of the NHS
Supply Chain.

This is all supported by our collaboration portal, M&R
Collaborate, which puts everything you need in one
place.
Certainty | Disputes are complex and concerning so
we work with you to develop defined objectives and a
clear cut dispute resolution strategy.

Central Government Department | We
achieved a successful resolution through
expert determination of a pensions deficit
claim by a supplier on termination of an
outsourcing contract. Our tactic of using
expert determination (rather than mediation
as provided for in the contract) was
successful and saved the public purse
approximately £10 million.

Clarity | In a one-page report, we show progress
against objectives and transparency on current and
expected costs.
Control | We offer control of all tasks and deadlines
underpinning the dispute resolution strategy,
supported by knowledge sharing and training on an
ongoing basis, all ensuring we can work together
seamlessly.
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Employment law
Due to their significant impact on an organisation and the
rise in claims, employment law issues are often the most
pressing concerns on your desk.

Our work

Our specialist team is here to help – whether you need
support with non-contentious employment matters
relating to TUPE, COSOP, redundancies, restructuring,
outsourcing, changes in terms and conditions and
reorganisations, or contentious employment law,
including litigation and dispute resolution.

Employment litigation | We have exceptional
experience and strength in successfully
managing employment litigation, in all its
aspects. We consistently handle a high
number of employment litigation cases for a
wide range of Government bodies, covering
the full range of employment law claims.

Our extensive expertise, team size and breadth of
understanding ensure we can support all your
employment law issues, whether contentious or noncontentious.

Our experience is demonstrated by the fact
that over the last twelve months we have acted
on nearly 300 claims for Government bodies
and public sector organisations, including in
the Supreme Court.

Key strengths
True partners | We are an extension of your legal and
HR teams, genuinely collaborating and knowledge
sharing. We identify where your team can be upskilled to
take on tasks, so we spend our time on more complex
and involved issues.

TUPE/COSOP | We have worked on
numerous TUPE transfers for a range of
different departments, such as the DWP and
DHSC, as well as government sponsored
agencies such as the FCA.

Clear communicators | We are easy to deal with and
aim to bring you on the journey with us. With our marketleading technologies, like our automated settlement
agreement and tribunal case management system, we
streamline processes and keep you up to date on all
aspects of the project.

Our work has been extensive, from the point of
tender to the drafting and negotiating of TUPE
provisions. Often this has been time critical
(when supporting COVID-related
procurements) or complex (such as transfers
involving overseas suppliers or significant
potential redundancies).

Transparent pricing | We provide transparent, clear
pricing that provides cost certainty. We offer a range of
fixed and alternative pricing solutions, both for
contentious disputes and non-contentious work such as
TUPE/COSOP support.
Innovative | We have developed innovative and effective
methods for dealing with employment litigation cases and
for gathering and presenting evidence. This not only
improves the success rate of our clients’ defences to
claims but minimises disruption to managers and others
involved with such claims.

Lead contacts
Stuart Craig
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8471
stuart.craig@mills-reeve.com

Andrew Secker
Partner
T +44(0)20 7648 9287
andrew.secker@mills-reeve.com
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Environmental law
Despite the best intentions, it can be a challenge to meet
environmental regulations and live up to the public’s
increasingly high green expectations.

Our work
Negotiations | After a catastrophic fire at a
waste transfer centre, the team successfully
negotiated an alternative resolution with the
Environment Agency.

Our industry leading lawyers support public sector bodies
on all aspects of environmental law, both contentious and
non-contentious. Whether you need advice around
compliance and permits or someone to step in during a
crisis to negotiate on your behalf with the regulator, we
have the skills and expertise.

Prosecution | When a prosecution was
threatened by the Environment Agency
following damage to a waste water pipe, we
represented an agricultural client, successfully
negotiating a resolution by way of Enforcement
Undertakings.

Our experience covers advice on carbon trading,
asbestos, contaminated land issues, development
agreements, due diligence, health and safety, inquiries,
planning and sales and leases.

Provisions | We worked with the Ministry of
Defence, negotiating complex environmental
provisions in development management
agreements between the Defence
Infrastructure Organisation and residential
developers, including St Modwen Properties
and Bovis Homes.

Key strengths
Understanding | Even when facing environmental
sanctions, you still have options. We will support your
decision-making, helping you map out a way ahead. We
can, for instance, help you consider alternatives to
prosecution, challenge a civil penalty, present a
compelling defence or persuasive mitigation.

Drafting laws | One of our team was
seconded to the Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy in the heat,
energy and climate change legal division.
While there, she advised on legislation
surrounding the EU Emissions Trading System
and drafted a statutory instrument to amend
domestic legislation and retain EU laws
pertaining to the EU ETS in preparation for
withdrawal of the UK from the EU.

Relationship-led | Not only are we intent on building
strong working relationships with our clients but also with
regulators so that we understand their perspective and
how to develop a solution.
Broad experience | We offer regulatory advice across
many different sectors, furnishing us with an all-round
understanding of the process and public law principles
that the regulators follow.

Lead contacts
Duncan Astill
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222477
duncan.astill@mills-reeve.com

“Pragmatic and simple advice that
enables informed decisions.”

Keith Davidson
Consultant
T +44(0)161 234 8831
keith.davidson@mills-reeve.com

Melissa Spurling
Associate
T +44(0)1223 222530
melissa.spurling@mills-reeve.com
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Information law including data protection law
Information law, data protection and privacy involve a
delicate balancing act of competing organisational and
individual rights and obligations. In this fast-changing
area of law, we help you to meet both your objectives
and the requirements of legislation.

Our work
Requests for information | We advised a
public authority on the application of
exemptions under the FOIA to refuse a
request for information about research
contracts with companies involved in the
defence industry. Our advice was tested
before the Information Commissioner and the
exemption upheld.

Our team is highly experienced in advising on the use
and control of information, international data transfers,
Data Protection Act/UK GDPR, data processing, privacy
notices and impact assessments, data sharing
agreements, freedom of information and subject access
requests.
We can spring into action to deal with the aftermath of
data breaches and have done so for a number of
government organisations.

Data breaches | We supported a public
sector body on its inadvertent disclosure of
12,000 people’s personal data, helping
prioritise actions, manage communications
and create strategies for the short and long
term, including liaising with data subjects and
the ICO.

Key strengths
Experts | With some of our market leading lawyers also
having specialist CIPP/E and CIPM data protection
qualifications, coupled with software engineering
qualifications, we can understand data flows within
complex technology systems, as well as Cloud based
environments, to effectively advise on data protection
implications.

Data sharing | We advised on the data
sharing consortium arrangements for UK
Research and Innovation digital hubs
involving Imperial College Health Partners,
Google and IBM.

Expertise | Our data protection specialists have
undertaken global, European and UK GDPR compliance
projects. They have also negotiated against some of the
largest IT service providers in the world on complex data
protection matters, so they bring that associated
expertise to client matters.

ICO | We have advised the ICO on
information law matters relating to the
Telephone Preference Service. Being trusted
by the Regulator is a resounding
endorsement of our expertise in this area.*
*NOTE: We do not advise the ICO on enforcement
issues to avoid conflicts of interest arising.

Lead contacts
Peter Wainman
Partner

“Pragmatic and simple advice that enables
informed decisions.”

T +44(0)1223 222408
peter.wainman@mills-reeve.com

Jagvinder Singh Kang
Partner, International & UK Head of IT

“High calibre individuals and highly
responsive.”

T: +44(0)121 456 8470
jagvinder.singhkang@mills-reeve.com

Richard Sykes
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8436
richard.sykes@mills-reeve.com

Paul Knight
Partner
T +44(0)161 234 8702
paul.knight@mills-reeve.com
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Information technology law
We are one of the UK’s leading information technology
practices, trusted by government and the wider public
sector to advise on major and high-profile IT projects,
from using a full procurement process to calling off under
a framework.

Our work
Department of Health and Social Care |
We supported throughout the Future
Operating Model project – a comprehensive
overhaul of the existing NHS national
logistics supply chain. Our work included
procurements for back-end systems and for
solutions to interface between suppliers to
the programme.

Whether you need support with major IT procurements or
infrastructure projects, IT managed services, outsourcing
migration/transition, software and cloud contracting,
hardware purchasing, cyber security, social media or ecommerce – we’ve done it all, enabling us to spot the
risks and take action.

Security Industry Authority | We advised
on contracts to transform its IT managed
service and enable the SIA to deliver its
regulatory regime.

Key strengths
Experienced | Having worked together for many years,
our core team is a well-oiled machine, communicating
closely and often so you never have to repeat yourself.
As well as our extensive government work, we also
advise major IT suppliers, so we understand both sides of
the table and reasonable negotiating positions.

Maritime and Coastguard Agency | We
worked on the critical project to replace the
national radio network infrastructure
enabling shore to ship communications
around the UK’s coastline.

Collaborative | Throughout the project and at handover,
we will do everything we can to enable your team. We
share knowledge and upskill people to own the contracts
once we are no longer retained. We produce detailed
playbooks, deliverables tables and calendars so you
know what needs to be done and when.

Financial Conduct Authority | We
provided procurement and contract advice
for a cloud-based e-discovery system to
gather and search evidence during potential
criminal prosecutions.

Flexible | However you want to work, we can adapt to
you – working closely alongside your team, acting as an
overflow when work escalates or fully taking the lead
throughout.

Lead contacts
Peter Wainman
Partner

“The support and guidance you have
extended…has been exemplary. I
believe that collaboratively we have
worked really well together as part of
an extended team.”

T +44(0)1223 222408
peter.wainman@mills-reeve.com

Kevin Calder
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222208
kevin.calder@mills-reeve.com

Paul Knight
Partner

ICT Infrastructure Programme Manager, MCA

T +44(0)161 234 8702
paul.knight@mills-reeve.com

Sophie Burton-Jones
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222497
sophie.burton-jones@mills-reeve.com
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Intellectual property law
We can help you protect and make the most of your
intellectual property. We will ensure you have an effective
IP strategy, the right protection, prevent infringers
benefitting from your creation and help you fully exploit
your intellectual property.

Our work
Ministry of Defence | We provided advice
on complex intellectual property issues
around preventing long term “lock-in” to a
particular supplier.

As a leading intellectual property team, we are ideally
placed to support government departments on the IP
aspects of projects. With our patent and trade mark
attorney, we can also advise in-depth on complex patent
issues, trade marks and branding.

Department of Health and Social Care |
We work on intellectual property issues
relating to vaccine supply.

We have particular expertise in establishing
arrangements for complex, multi-party, IP collaborations.
Having worked with numerous government sector clients
to achieve their aims, we have the experience to help you
– whether you need support with assignment and
licensing, commercialisation, copyright, database rights,
design rights, patents or trade secrets.

Department for Education | Our team
advises on trade mark protection and
branding issues in relation to new policy
initiatives.

IELTS Partners | We acted for the British
Council, IDP: IELTS Australia and
Cambridge Assessment English on the
registration and protection of the IELTS
(International English Language Testing
System) brand globally.

Key strengths
Practical | We strive to make the complex
understandable so that you can make decisions on the
best ways forward.
Tailored advice | We are committed to providing
focussed advice by getting to know your organisation and
understanding the restraints within which you operate.

Brexit Preparations | Richard Plaistowe,
one of our Principal Associates, is an active
member of the International Trademark
Association (INTA) Brexit Taskforce. The
taskforce advises on the impact of Brexit on
trade marks and designs, obtains
information from relevant bodies (such as
the UK and EU Intellectual Property Offices)
and makes recommendations on issues of
particular concern to INTA.

Lead contacts
Mark Pearce
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8264
mark.pearce@mills-reeve.com

James Fry
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222505
james.fry@mills-reeve.com

Nicola Hanglin
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222210
nicola.hanglin@mills-reeve.com

Richard Plaistowe
Principal Associate

"Straight-talking...understand the
technology and helps us strategise."

T +44(0)1223 222475
richard.plaistowe@mills-reeve.com
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Non complex finance and investment
Our innovative, market-leading team is highly
experienced in producing bespoke finance documents for
government, non-departmental public bodies, local
authorities, universities, NHS bodies and charities. Key to
our approach is working with you to strike a balance
between achieving policy objectives and protecting your
commercial position.

Our work
Homes England | We are advising on
complex matters of funding, including loans,
infrastructure, and grants.

We can help with grants, bonds and private placements,
domestic and overseas banking, financial litigation,
guarantees, loan and security agreements, trade finance
and a wide variety of other finance arrangements. Our
transactional support is complemented by robust but
practical advice on the application of the public
procurement regulations and state aid rules.

City of London | We worked with the
corporation on its first private placement,
issuing long dated senior notes to institutional
investors.

Flagship Group | To help raise funds for
social and environmental projects, we
supported the social housing group with its
debut £250 million sustainable bond, acting
as issuer and helping navigate the process.

Key strengths
Break new ground | We’re known for developing the first
university bond and our team continues to be at the
forefront of developments in finance. We specialise in
new, innovative and complex transactions and have
carried out hundreds of deals in this space.

British Council | We supported the
organisation on its recent emergency funding
from the Foreign, Commonwealth and
Development Office. We also helped with
planning for the impact of Brexit on EU grantfunded and similar projects, including
Erasmus+.

Guide you through the maze | Finance documents can
be long, full of jargon and often it will be the first time
you’ve ever worked on a cutting-edge finance issue of
this type. We guide you through the process, making
every step more straightforward and less stressful.
Demonstrate tenacity | We work to ensure we get to the
bottom of deals and truly understand what needs to be
achieved. This means asking difficult questions, spotting
risks and developing solutions that will work for you. We
go well beyond doing what is directly asked of us and
help you make informed decisions with all the facts to
hand.

Nesta | We advised on the creation and
close of a £20 million arts and culture
investment debt fund. A mix of public, private,
and philanthropic investors invested in the
fund via loans and grants, including Arts
Council England, the National Lottery
Heritage Fund, Big Society Capital, Bank of
America, the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
and Nesta itself.

Lead contacts
Frances Churchard
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222526
frances.churchard@mills-reeve.com

Sarah Seed
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222348
sarah.seed@mills-reeve.com

Andrew Wood
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222440
andrew.wood@mills-reeve.com
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Outsourcing
With extensive public sector experience and an
understanding of your mirror markets such as IT, we will
be your guide through complex outsourcing projects.

Our work
Ministry of Defence | We work extensively
with the MoD, including helping to outsource
Defence Business Services to Serco. The fouryear contract included corporate, HR, finance,
information and vetting services with a
performance-related payment mechanism.
Another example of our work together is on the
TUPE and pensions aspects of a ten-year
contract for the entire recruitment needs of the
Army and ICT for the Navy/Air Force valued at
£440 million, with around £300 million benefits
for the MoD.

We are here for you from when you start scoping out
requirements, through running the competition,
developing contracts, undergoing renegotiations to even
exiting from troublesome relationships.
We help deliver outsourcings of IT, business processes,
laboratory testing services, back office functions, facilities
management, logistics and warehousing, archiving, print
services, claims handling, call centres and catering.
We also advise on shared service models, start-to-finish
contract management, open book contract management
provisions, incentivisation and reward mechanisms, KPI
and service credit regimes and specialist support (such
as Employment law, Intellectual property law, Real
estate, Tax and Public procurement law).

Defence Infrastructure Organisation | We
supported on Project Hestia - the outsourcing
of the entire soft facilities management service
for most of DIO’s estate.

Key strengths
Collaborative | We become part of your team, there by
your side to make sure the process runs as smoothly as
possible.

Department of Health and Social Care | We
advised on the renegotiation of one of the UK’s
largest outsourced logistics contracts, with an
annual spend under the relevant frameworks
of several billion pounds.

Focused | We know the value of defining KPIs and
ensuring they are measurable and reported on regularly.
We navigate the way ahead when projects don’t progress
as expected.
Clear | While outsourcing issues are complex, we
prepare agreements in plain English and advise without
legalese.

“[Your project lead] has been absolutely
fantastic throughout - responsive, calm,
collected, friendly - always keeps a cool head
in negotiations, brilliant at taking the lead and
steering the conversation…”

Lead contacts
Martin Priestley
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8443
martin.priestley@mills-reeve.com

Jens Henniker Heaton
Partner

Cabinet Office

T: +44 (0) 1223 222550
E: jens.hennikerheaton@mills-reeve.com

"The Mills & Reeve team guided us through
the complex negotiation of a major national
outsourcing contract. Their expertise and
pragmatic advice enabled us to see the
discussions though to a successful
outcome."

Sophie Burton-Jones
Principal Associate
T: +44 (0) 1223 222497
E: sophie.burton-jones@mills-reeve.com

Claire Gamage
Principal Associate
T: +44 (0) 121 456 8311
E: claire.gamage@mills-reeve.com

Central government department client
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Partnership law
Our team is a recognised leader in this dynamic and
complex area of law, regularly advising on groundbreaking national initiatives. We design and create
partnerships that lead to success and mitigate regulatory
and other risks.

Our work
Department for Education | We advised on
the implications of a number of different
structures, including a limited partnership, on
a proposed fund vehicle. We also supported
the department in analysing the resulting risks
and liabilities.

Our diverse client base means that we advise on a
variety of corporate structures, including on the
establishment of traditional partnerships under the 1890
Act, limited partnerships under the 1907 Act (including
private fund limited partnerships under the 2017 Order),
and limited liability partnerships under the 2000 Act. We
have also supported government departments on the
implications of partnership law, for example in disputes.

Department of Health and Social Care | We
supported a Limited Liability Partnership and
the department (which was a shareholder in a
joint venture company), on a sale to a
subsidiary of an Australian listed company.

Key strengths
Delivery focused | We have in-depth experience of
project managing innovative, complex and high priority
projects with numerous stakeholders in the private and
public sectors.

Urban developments | We advise property
developers and landowners on limited liability
partnership structures for strategic urban
development projects.

Impact | We are at the forefront of the developing market
for social impact investing. We structure funds to meet
your legal requirements and achieve your impact
objectives.
Experienced | We act for government, public sector and
corporate clients on a wide variety of corporate and
commercial issues, giving us a strong understanding of
all elements of partnerships.

Lead contacts
Dona Ardeman
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222499
dona.ardeman@mills-reeve.com

Neil Burton
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222455
neil.burton@mills-reeve.com
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Pensions law
Complex, high profile and hugely important to employees,
pensions need to be dealt with both sensitively and
robustly.

Our work
Department of Health and Social Care | Our
team played an important role in negotiating
and documenting the complex pensions
aspects of a transaction for the department.
This involved arrangements with the NHS
Pension Scheme and the application of New
Fair Deal.

We can help, whether you need support setting up or
updating a public, private or Civil Service pension
scheme, or support with policies and guidance such as
Fair Deal, New Fair Deal and its successors.
Our dedicated team of pensions lawyers provide
genuine, in-depth expertise on public sector pensions
issues. Our clients include central and local government,
the NHS, sponsoring employers across all sectors and
trustees of various sizes of occupational pension
schemes.

Public sector pensions | We advise on the
pensions aspects of contractual
arrangements with public sector bodies and
the requirements and options of future service
benefit provision. Our clients in this area
include the NHS Property Service, Teachers’
Pension Scheme, the Civil Service Pension
Scheme and Local Government Pension
Scheme. We help set up the process by
which the client will become a participating
employer and what liabilities might arise in the
future and on termination of the contract.

Key strengths
Clear | We work with you to determine your needs and
requirements so we can provide recommendations that
are practical, understandable and commercial.
Enthusiasm | We have total commitment to the work we
do, with a genuine enthusiasm and passion for helping
our clients achieve their objectives.

Lead contacts

Disputes | We advised a public sector
organisation on a Pensions Ombudsman
dispute with a member. This arose out of a
voluntary redundancy programme which
resulted in the member being provided with
incorrect information on their pension
benefits.

Clare Grice
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8336
clare.grice@mills-reeve.com

Laura Sayer
Consultant
T +44(0)1603 693413
laura.sayer@mills-reeve.com
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Planning law
The planning system is complex and ever-evolving,
combining legislative requirements, competing priorities
and political input. Our specialist team is well versed in
advising on even the most challenging development
proposals. We are involved in promoting some of the
largest planning projects in the country.

Our work
Defence Infrastructure Organisation | We
advised the DIO as landowner and promoter of
Prince Philip Barracks in Bordon on the
redevelopment of the barracks for 2,400
homes, a relief road and town centre.

We offer a dedicated team of specialist planning
solicitors. We have extensive experience and a national
reputation, particularly in large scale strategic land
projects.

Homes England | We are advising Homes
England on the promotion of Northstowe, a
10,000 home new town in Cambridgeshire.

We can help with everything from planning strategy, EIA,
CIL, historic buildings and heritage, highways,
compulsory purchase, section 106 agreements, inquiries
and appeals, judicial review and managing planning risk.

Urban&Civic | We advise Urban&Civic in its
role as master developer in connection with its
major new settlements and communities at
Alconbury Weald, Houlton, Corby, Waterbeach
and St Neots.

We also advise on nationally significant and other major
infrastructure projects, including development consent
orders and transport and works act order schemes,
typically from a statutory objector (landowner)
perspective.

Dunsfold Aerodrome | We advised on the
redevelopment of Dunsfold Aerodrome for a
new mixed-use community and business park.
We advised on the application, call-in process,
a judicial review challenge, draft Local Plan
and CIL charging schedule.

Key strengths
Strategic land | We are experienced in acting on some
of the largest strategic land projects in the country and
are recognised for our problem-solving expertise in this
area.
Holistic | We work for promoters, developers,
landowners, and local planning authorities so understand
the planning system from all perspectives.

University of Cambridge | We are advising
the university in its capacity as a statutory
objector to the proposed Cambridge South
Infrastructure Enhancements Transport and
Works Act Order. We advised on the objection,
statement of case and the preparation of
proofs of evidence, as well as providing
strategic advice on the formulation of the
university’s case.

Clear and commercial | We receive regular feedback
highlighting our ability to find effective solutions and
provide pragmatic advice.

Lead contacts
Peter Seaborn
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222277
peter.seaborn@mills-reeve.com

Melanie Grimshaw
Partner
T: +44(0)161 234 8701
E: melanie.grimshaw@mills-reeve.com
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Projects/PFI/PPP
Our work

Our projects practice has an excellent reputation within
government for delivering complex projects to time and to
budget.
We have advised on over 100 PPP projects acting for both
public bodies and industry partners. Our expertise spans
defence, aerospace, health, waste, transport, social
services, blue light, prisons and education.
Our role often includes advising on extensions, and
variations such as those required following LIBOR
transition. We help our government clients address
performance issues under their existing contracts and
navigate their way around the myriad of issues which arise
as existing contracts approach their expiry dates.
We also resolve issues when PFI contracts are expiring,
including helping with early strategic planning.

Key strengths
Adaptable | Different clients like to work in different ways.
Some want us to take charge and do everything; others
want to retain control of discrete elements of the project
depending on in-house expertise; others like to collaborate
and workshop issues. We are completely adaptable and
will work to your requirements.
Technical detail | When appropriate, we will get into the
technical detail underpinning the main contract. This way
we can ensure that the whole contract (and not just the
T&Cs) reflects the parties’ intentions and that there are no
conflicting provisions.
Approachable | We are an extension to your project team,
thinking carefully about how we can support you and
where we can bring the most value. We do not sit on the
fence but give straightforward advice. Many of our lawyers
are SC cleared.

Lead contacts
Andrew Ray
Partner

Ministry of Defence | We regularly work with
the MoD and Defence Infrastructure
Organisation including on:
• Major variations to MoD’s £500 million
Main Building PFI Project, delivering
significant efficiency savings.
• The MORPHEUS project, a £ multi-billion
programme which opened up the existing
BOWMAN battlefield tactical and
communications information system. We
also worked on the subsequent
procurement of multiple contracts to
support and enhance the system.
• The AFDS Programme, where we advised
on a range of possible delivery models to
satisfy DIO’s requirement for 20,000 new
service personnel homes.
Department for Work and Pensions | We
advise on all operational aspects of the
contracts forming the Estates Target Operating
Model project, an integrator model of
contracting for DWP’s accommodation needs
across its estate. This includes hard and soft
FM, security and new capital works. We are
also supporting with new contracts on the
follow-up project, Integrator 2.
Maritime and Coastal Agency | We advised
on all legal aspects of the procurement of a
major aerial surveillance service contract and
the operational aspects of existing and
replacement contracts. We supported on the
Radio Network Infrastructure Replacement
Programme, based on the Crown Commercial
Service’s Model Services Contract.
We currently act as an extension to the
delivery team on the new major contract for UK
search and rescue services (UKSAR2G). We
have drafted contracts (updating the MSC to
reflect the MCA requirements), developed
procurement documents, supported with
stakeholder engagement (including with CAB)
and generally provided all legal support to this
new programme, designed to drive innovation
and collaboration with the private sector.

T +44(0)1223 222454
andrew.ray@mills-reeve.com

Jens Henniker Heaton
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222550
jens.hennikerheaton@mills-reeve.com

Raith Pickup
Consultant
T +44(0)1223 222283
raith.pickup@mills-reeve.com

Julie Marshall
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222360
julie.marshall@mills-reeve.com
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Public law
With private bodies increasingly undertaking public
functions, this is a highly charged area of law where
challenges are often made.

Our work
Department of Health and Social Care | We
advised on the Future Operating Model for
the NHS supply chain, which brings together
the procurement and delivery of the
requirements of the NHS for goods and
services (over £10 billion annually). This work
included functions/powers, procurement,
governance, arms-length bodies and state
aid.

We know the common law principles, statutes and
regulatory frameworks, as well as the practical and
commercial issues that need to be considered when
setting an appropriate course. We will help you make
robust, considered decisions and be rigorous in
responding to challenges.
We support with everything from central government and
devolved powers to decision making processes,
equalities and human rights law, Public procurement law
and Competition law.

University of Cambridge | We established
the power of the university to issue a 40-year
£350 million security bond – an industry first.

Key strengths
Broad experience | From government departments to
Clinical Commissioning Groups and universities, our
breadth of expertise means we know how to help you
achieve your objectives within the public law framework.

Ministry of Defence | We provide support
and advice on functions, powers and
procurement for large-scale contracts,
including vires for outsourcing of activities to
independent sector providers and suppliers.

Multi-disciplinary team | Our large, multi-disciplinary
team of expert lawyers understand the policy, regulatory
and commercial context in which you operate, enabling
us to offer focused, practical advice.

NHS clinical commissioning groups | We
acted for CCGs in the North East and
Cumbria in successfully defending judicial
review proceedings by Bayer and Novartis.
The challenge concerned NHS policy
regarding the prescription of certain drugs.

Judicial review expertise | Each year we help avoid and
resist up to 50 threatened judicial reviews.

Lead contacts
Richard Sykes
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8436
richard.sykes@mills-reeve.com

Greg Gibson
Partner
T +44(0)1603 693375
greg.gibson@mills-reeve.com

“Whatever the issue, Mills & Reeve will
have the expertise on hand to advise.”
Public law client
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Public procurement law

Our work

To achieve the best procurement outcome, authorities
often have to move quickly and design robust, resilient
tender processes with documents ready before the
competition begins. From the first step, our team will
guide you, helping ensure compliance with the supplier
selection rules, while meeting challenging timescales.

Department for Education | We worked on a
series of interconnected procurements to
appoint suppliers to deliver the flagship T
Levels programme of new technical
qualifications.
Ministry of Defence | We supported the MoD
on the competitive procurement of four
industry partners to provide Maritime Support
Services to Type 45 Destroyers and the new
Queen Elizabeth Aircraft carrier (the largest
British warship ever built).

Our highly experienced team supports strategically and
tactically at every stage of the procurement lifecycle, from
formulation of top-level procurement strategies to
preparing tender documentation, supporting with
dialogue and bidder interactions, tender evaluation,
standstill and award. We also step in where procurement
processes have led to challenges and disputes, helping
resolve them quickly and without fuss.

Department of Health and Social Care | We
advised on a high-value and complex multistream procurement process involving the
NHS supply chain. This work involved open,
restricted and competitive dialogue
procurements.

Key strengths
Expert advisers | Constantly on the pulse of
developments in procurement, our online Procurement
Portal - the UK’s leading free resource on public
procurement rules - complements our service by
responding to the big questions of the day.

Department for Work and Pensions | We
have been advising on the procurement
aspects of business-critical arrangements for
facilities management services as part of the
DWP’s Estates Target Operating Model
Programme.

Industry innovators | We push the boundaries, making
it easier for public bodies to stay out of trouble. Our digital
tool to support authorities in meeting their Regulation 84
reporting requirements exemplifies innovation, enabling
the easy creation of compliant procurement reports.

Maritime and Coastguard Agency | We are
advising on the procurement of the UK
second-generation search and rescue aviation
programme. We are supporting the authority
through the competitive procedure with
negotiation, including the provision of training
to evaluators.

Close collaborators | We work collaboratively with
clients in helping them prepare specifications, evaluation
criteria, scoring methodologies and beyond. It’s important
to us to work alongside you to deliver a procurement that
works smoothly and effectively.

Lead contacts

Health Procurement Portal | This pioneering
new resource centre includes over 90
document templates and guidance notes
designed to make health-related procurement
straightforward, and helping avoid the need to
reinvent the wheel each time.

Kevin Calder
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222208
kevin.calder@mills-reeve.com

Julie Marshall
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222360
julie.marshall@mills-reeve.com

Shailee Howard
Principal Associate
T +44(0)20 7648 9276
shailee.howard@mills-reeve.com

“They were absolutely outstanding on a
very difficult transaction. They managed
to see it through and find solutions
where we thought there were none.”

Helen Prandy
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222344
helen.prandy@mills-reeve.com
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Real estate and real estate finance
With 140 lawyers on the team, including specialist
property finance experts, Mills & Reeve is known for its
full service real estate experience.

Our work

We support government departments and nondepartmental public bodies with acquisitions and
disposals, Crown, commercial and residential real estate,
development and Construction law, Dispute Resolution
and Litigation, freehold, leasehold and licences,
investment, management, Non complex finance and
investment and Tax, landlord and tenant issues, Planning
law and the Environmental law.

Homes England | We support Homes
England in its role investing in supply and
intervening in the market to help placemake
and deliver 300,000 homes a year by the
middle of the next decade.

Defence Infrastructure Organisation | We
played a vital role in the largest ever urban
regeneration project to take place on DIOprocured surplus Ministry of Defence land.
The project involved three separate
competitive dialogue procurements for the
appointment of a joint venture partner to lead
the preparation for sale and development of
each surplus site for new housing
settlements, associated employment, retail
uses and major infrastructure. The projects
are expected to deliver 8,300 residential units
over more than 1,000 acres.

Key strengths
Bespoke | We take the time to understand your aims and
adapt our approach to your circumstances.
Innovative | We use the latest technology to make sure
we deliver this bespoke service effectively.
Experienced | Our team has worked with numerous
government departments on complex and high-profile
real estate projects, helping them achieve successful
outcomes.
Restrictions: Compulsory purchase, social housing,
heavy infrastructure.

Department for Work and Pensions | We
advise on all operational aspects of the
contracts forming its Estates Target Operating
Model project, an integrator model of
contracting for DWP’s accommodation needs
across its estate including hard and soft FM,
security and new capital works.

Lead contacts
Andrew Wood
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222440
andrew.wood@mills-reeve.com

Nick Finlayson-Brown
Partner
T: +44 (0) 1223 222278
E: nick.finlayson-brown@mills-reeve.com

Natural History Museum | We are advising
on real estate, procurement and construction
matters in connection with a new state of the
art facility for the Natural History Museum out
of London.

Richard Noble
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222399
richard.noble@mills-reeve.com
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Restructuring / Insolvency
We know that the knock-on effects of restructuring and
insolvency are not to be taken lightly. We have extensive
experience of advising robustly on both non-contentious
and contentious restructuring and insolvency matters.

Our work
OFGEM | We drafted internal guidance for the
industry regulator in the event of an energy
supply company being in financial distress
and OFGEM needing to ensure continuity of
energy supplies. This included invoking the
use of the special administration regime
available for energy supply companies
introduced in the Energy Act 2011, which
amended the Energy Act 2004.

We see the issues from all sides, supporting companies,
creditors, debtors, lenders, counterparties and insolvency
practitioners alike on issues arising from financial
distress.
We can help with:
•

Supplier, partner and supply-chain distress including
insolvencies and restructuring

•

Mitigating risk, protecting your position and
maximising recovery on a counterparty’s financial
distress and/or insolvency process

•

Solvent re-organisations and restructuring

•

Credit, legal, insolvency and counterparty risk

•

Administrations

•

Receiverships

•

Liquidations and provisional liquidations

•

Claims for misfeasance, breach of fiduciary duty,
transactions defrauding creditors, wrongful trading
and fraudulent trading

•

VAT and excise duty frauds

•

Disqualification proceedings

In May, the firm was appointed to the panel
advising the CQC’s Market Oversight team on
restructuring issues arising out of the financial
distress of care homes and adult care
providers and we have recently been
appointed to the Department for Education’s
panel advising on the financial distress of
educational establishments.

Insolvency Service | We are one of only five
firms on the Insolvency Service panel and the
only non-incumbent provider to be appointed.
We provide litigation and case related advice
to the Insolvency Service on all aspects of
their work from investigations, company
disqualifications and public interest winding
up to recovery actions on behalf of Official
Receivers.

Lead contact
Neil Smyth
Partner
T +44(0)20 7648 9254
neil.smyth@mills-reeve.com
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Retained EU law and EU law
Despite the UK’s exit from the European Union, UK laws
originating from and linked to our relationship with the EU
will continue to remain significant, particularly those EUderived laws specifically retained as a result of the UK’s
EU Withdrawal Act 2018.

Our work
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy | We provided advice on
potential state aid issues relating to the
proposed disposal of an asset to the private
sector. We went on to develop a robust and
EU law compliant supplier selection process.

In addition to our expertise in Competition law and state
subsidy, we have worked with a number of government
departments to ensure their contracts correctly reflect the
position in relation to retained EU law and EU law,
including in relation to data protection and the rules
relating to data exports. Given the international nature of
our client base, understanding of and compliance with
EU laws remains an important issue for our clients,
particularly in relation to life sciences, intellectual
property, environmental law and consumer protection.

UK Government | We supported a series of
procurements to deliver a major Government
policy initiative, including advice on lotting
strategy, evaluation methodologies and
structuring to provide support for SMEs.

Key strengths
Technology research accelerators | We
provided state subsidy advice to accelerators
across different scientific disciplines, and on a
research collaboration involving multi-millionpound public funding and over 20 different
participants in the transport sector.

Wide expertise | With our in-depth experience, we can
support with whatever you might need when it comes to
EU law – including Dispute Resolution and Litigation, UK
and EU compliance burdens, project planning to avoid
litigation and delay, Competition law, Environmental law,
Competition law, and Public procurement law, timelines
and procedures.

British Council | We worked with the British
Council to help plan for the impact of Brexit
on EU grant funded and similar projects,
including Erasmus+.

Industry leaders | Our team has led major projects for
UK government departments and regulators and we have
extensive experience of drafting and negotiating a wide
range of commercial, outsourcing and procurement
agreements. We regularly advise on data protection,
freedom of information, competition law and other
regulatory issues.
Innovative thinking | Our free-to-access procurement
law portal and our Brexit hub offer the very latest advice
and insights on ever changing EU laws and their impact
on the UK.

Lead contacts
Greg Gibson
Partner
T +44(0)1603 693375
greg.gibson@mills-reeve.com

Kevin Calder
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222208
kevin.calder@mills-reeve.com
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Tax law
Whatever the tax issue you face, we have more than
likely seen it before and can help you solve it. Our
experienced corporate tax lawyers identify tax issues
before they happen, and explain and resolve inevitable
tax questions that arise in transactions. Our tax advice to
Government matches the diverse requirements we know
arise for you in the course of major projects and when
implementing new policies.

Our work
Government outsourcing | We provided tax
structuring advice on the options for a complex
IT outsourcing by the Environment Agency and
a number of related government bodies.

We provide tax advisory services including guidance on
how to achieve your commercial objectives while
minimising avoidable tax charges; and implementation
and transaction support services to ensure that your tax
strategy is properly carried out.

Developments | We offer structuring
assistance on high value residential and
commercial property developments and
transactions for central and local government.
This includes advice on VAT, SDLT and the
tax structuring implications of using
commercial trading entities and joint venture
vehicles.

Our key services include VAT, corporate, property and
charity tax, as well as employee incentives and social
finance.

Key strengths

Social investment | We supported a nonprofit investment fund manager with the
creation of a £30 million private fund limited
partnership European Social Enterprise Fund
with cornerstone investment from Big Society
Capital. Our work included advice on Social
Investment Tax Relief and FCA regulation.

Practical | Offering theoretically correct legal advice is
one thing, but we believe the key to a successful
partnership is ensuring that what we recommend works,
not just on paper, but on the ground too.
Experienced | We regularly give tax advice on projects,
reorganisations, investments, transactions, structuring
joint ventures and outsourcing, working with clients and
their accountants in both the public, private and
charitable sector.

IR35 | We have advised a number of public
sector bodies on IR35 and its impact on the
way in which they engage consultants and
other non-permanent workers.

Lead contacts
Kevin Lowe
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8382
kevin.lowe@mills-reeve.com

Matthew Short
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222431
matthew.short@mills-reeve.com
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Lot 1: Optional Specialisms
Charities
Our work

Our charity lawyers help organisations thrive in a
changing world.

English Heritage | We are helping the
charity transition from central funding to selffunding, working as an extension to the inhouse team, dealing with complex matters or
where capacity is an issue. We are advising
on the terms of a legacy, a variety of
properties and preparing fundraising template
documents for commercial partnerships.

We have considerable understanding of charity law
structuring within government constraints, and match this
with expertise in procurement, property, commercial
advice and tax structuring.

Key strengths
Holistic | Our team pulls expertise from across the firm to
ensure we can look at our clients’ issues from every
angle and offer the appropriate support and advice.

UK Research and Innovation | We advised
on the creation of the new National Centre for
Digital Innovation, including mapping the
principles for collaboration, identifying how
new intellectual property may be created
through use of different datasets, and
confirming how IBM’s quantum technology
would keep data secure. We also advised on
the purchase of a supercomputer, including
carrying out procurement and contracting.

Commercial | We regularly help large charities make the
transition from being a government or publicly-funded
entity to self-standing through generating their own
commercial revenue, such as the British Council.
Knowledge | We work extensively with many householdname, government-funded charities including the
Wellcome Trust, the British Medical Association and
Royal Society of Chemistry.

Lead contacts

NESTA | When the foundation was seeking
an exit from its HQ lease and to relocate to a
new building, we helped assess a number of
properties, identified a new build
development with the opportunity for growth,
interim commercialisation (via sub-letting)
and conferencing. We handled due diligence
involving our real estate, planning,
environmental, construction and property tax
teams, and negotiated a raft of complex
documents.

Neil Burton
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222455
neil.burton@mills-reeve.com

Mark Ashton
Senior Associate
T: +44 (0) 113 388 8268
E: mark.ashton@mills-reeve.com
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Children and vulnerable adults
Our national, award-winning healthcare team regularly
deals with sensitive cases involving children and
vulnerable adults. Clearly, these can be some of the
highest profile, highly sensitive issues and the team are
alive to this in every individual case.

Our work
Family proceedings and information
Governance | We advised on an application
for disclosure of sensitive health records
against the wishes of the child in complex
family proceedings with an active
safeguarding element against a background
of multiple allegations.

We have a genuine understanding of the skills needed to
deal effectively with best interests applications relating to
children (in the High Court) and vulnerable adults (in the
Court of Protection), as well as care proceedings, child
protection, Child Safeguarding Practice Reviews and
children’s continuing care. The team have a detailed
knowledge of key pieces of legislation including the
Children Act, Mental Capacity Act, Mental Health Act and
Care Act.

Serious Medical Treatment | When a
patient with a longstanding mental health
diagnosis was admitted to an acute hospital
for a possible amputation, we were instructed
by the mental health trust. We advised on
capacity evidence, the complex care planning
needed to manage the patient, as well as his
discharge planning which was of particular
concern to the court as he was not
cooperating with ongoing care and wanted to
be discharged back into the community.

We offer policy and operational advice on the child death
review process, advise on the set up and operation of
children’s safeguarding panels/safeguarding adult
reviews, work on information governance and disclosure,
parental responsibility matters, social work and Special
Educational Needs Tribunals.
We often support clients with inquests. We also support
medical professionals and healthcare workers with child
grooming and sexual exploitation investigations relating
to children and vulnerable people under their care, for
example Operation Satchel. We offer advice on Protect
and when children are referred to police with
safeguarding and security concerns.

Care litigation | We supported during a
complex Court of Protection litigation where a
young patient whose proposed discharge
from a care setting into the community was
the subject of a multi-party dispute over
duties and obligations.

Lead contacts
Jill Mason
Partner and Head of Health & Care

Safeguarding | We worked with a highprofile organisation on a review of child
safeguarding procedures concerning its
domestic and international operations. This
included investigations of incidents and
related workforce issues.

T +44(0)121 456 8367
jill.mason@mills-reeve.com

Jill Weston
Principal Associate
T: +44(0)121 456 8450
jill.weston@mills-reeve.com

Jimmy Savile | Our team worked with a
number of public sector organisations on their
investigations.
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Education law
We are widely recognised as one of the UK’s leading
education law firms, with a substantial practice advising
further and higher education institutions, the UK’s largest
Multi Academy Trust, awarding bodies, as well as
national regulatory bodies and the Department for
Education.

Our work
Qualifications bodies | Our advice to
awarding bodies in connection with the
extraordinary examination arrangements
during the COVID-19 pandemic served to
ensure the qualifications regulators made
practicable decisions over the operation of the
special regulations imposed for the June 2020
and 2021 examination seasons.

The firm acts for over 120 universities, colleges, national
agencies, academies, educational businesses and
charities.
Our in-depth understanding of the sector makes us an
ideal partner for projects involving education law issues.
We can help with:
•

Early years to higher education

•

School workforce

•

Pupil/student related litigation (including admissions,
exclusions and equalities)

•

Governance and reorganisation issues

•

Inspection and regulation

•

Finance, funding and student finance

•

Related charity, contract and property issues

Litigation | We worked to help an Academy
resolve a complex, intractable pupil exclusion
issue without the expense and publicity of a
legal challenge.

Education funding | We supported the
Department for Education on a project to
establish a new form of funding arrangement
to expand the provision of nursery places in
the UK.

T Levels | We advised the Department for
Education and the Institute for Apprenticeships
and Technical Education on the development
and introduction of T Levels.

Lead contacts
Richard Sykes
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8436
richard.sykes@mills-reeve.com

Martin Priestley
Partner

“It has been comforting to know that
the team at Mills & Reeve were on top
of the brief and giving us clear advice.”

T +44(0)113 388 8443
martin.priestley@mills-reeve.com
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Energy and natural resources
Our team advises developers, investors and landowners
on all manner of energy projects and issues, from oil and
gas to clean tech and renewables.

Our work
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy | We have advised the
Department on the Get FiT Uganda rollout
programme, to support the development and
completion of small-scale on-grid renewable
energy projects in Uganda, and on the
funding, alongside KfW, of the REDD+
(Reduction of Emissions caused by
Deforestation and forest Degradation)
programme in Colombia.

We support on all aspects, from Planning law and
Procurement law through to Contracts and Dispute
resolution and Litigation, with specialist support available
in other key areas, such as Non complex finance and
investment, Corporate, Tax, Competition law and
Environmental Law.
Our areas of expertise include:
•

Coal mining and power

•

Energy efficiency measures

•

Funding and planning

•

Nuclear, including disposal issues

•

Oil and gas (upstream, downstream, natural gas
and LNG)

•

Onshore and offshore infrastructure and facilities

•

Renewables and clean technology (wind, tidal, solar
photovoltaic and anaerobic digestion)

•

Research and innovation

•

Water, air and land use, including emissions and
pollution

Energy centres | We advised several NHS
trusts and universities on procuring Energy
Centres (including PPP and build-only
models). We helped to deliver, through
competitive procurements, guaranteed
energy saving commitments from the private
sector. This enabled the public sector
procurer to both deliver savings year-on-year
and enhance the resilience of their future
energy supplies.
Green energy | We advised a leisure
organisation on the procurement of an
Energy Centre to deliver “green energy” to
assist it to deliver top quartile sustainability
targets. The Energy Centre was delivered on
time and on budget and the Mills & Reeve
advisory team received a “Delivering
Excellent Service” award from the client for
its work in supporting this sustainability
initiative.

Key strengths
Pragmatic | The energy industry is a complex, fastmoving and high-risk environment. We provide pragmatic
advice to facilitate your energy projects and resolve
disputes.
Experienced | As well as government departments, we
act for a variety of entities that operate in the energy
sector including developers, owners, co-venturers,
engineers, suppliers and funders/investors. This gives us
a view of each situation from every angle.

Drafting laws | One of our team was
seconded to the Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy in the heat,
energy and climate change legal division.
While there, she advised on legislation
surrounding the EU Emissions Trading
System and drafted a statutory instrument to
amend domestic legislation and retain EU
laws pertaining to the EU ETS in preparation
for withdrawal of the UK from the EU.

Lead contacts
Andrew Ray
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222454
andrew.ray@mills-reeve.com

Martino Giaquinto
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8225
martino.giaquinto@mills-reeve.com

Melissa Spurling
Associate
T +44(0)1223 222530
melissa.spurling@mills-reeve.com
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Food, Rural and Environmental Affairs
We have a long-established agricultural team and our
expertise in food, rural and environmental affairs comes
from decades of experience advising on relevant issues
on the ground.

Our work
Farm estates | When the Wellcome Trust
purchased the farming business of the Cooperative Group, we advised on this, one of
the UK’s largest ever acquisitions of
agricultural land.

The team can address issues ranging from ground water
access, through to pollution control, and on the legal
aspects of every element of the food supply chain.
We support government organisations with animal and
plant health and animal welfare, farming, fisheries and
marine, and wildlife. We support on flooding, emissions
and pollution issues, waste and recycling, water services
and quality, and water, air and land use. We also
specialise in food supply chain and regulation.

Food chain safety | We supported a global
food business during a contamination event
at a multi-national level, including on the
application of the Food Safety
Requirements.

Key strengths
Deep expertise | We have one of the largest teams of
food and agricultural lawyers in the country, with experts
specialising in every legal element of the food supply
chain.

Portfolio management | We work with
Trinity College, Cambridge on the
management of its agricultural land
portfolio, including tenancy restructuring,
acquisitions and disposals.

Action based on understanding | We understand the
issues you face and can deal with the legal technicalities,
providing robust, practical advice to guide you when you
need it.

Manchester University NHS Foundation
Trust | We provided advice on registration
requirements, risk assessment and liability
implications for a food business.

Close industry knowledge | One of our food safety and
labelling experts is on the board of the Food Law Group.
We advise food business operators on a daily basis on
labelling and marketing issues, product development and
product names, health and nutrition claims, allergens and
product recall and liability.

Royal Northern College of Music | We
advised on allergen warnings and labelling
and liability implications between the
college and its external caterers and
reviewed and updated relevant internal
policies.

Lead contacts
Michael Aubrey
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222397
michael.aubrey@mills-reeve.com

“If I want something done right, I will
go to Mills & Reeve.”

Craig Hodgson
Partner
T +44(0)1603 693421
craig.hodgson@mills-reeve.com

Jessica Burt
Associate (Food Law)
T +44(0)1223 222232
jessica.burt@mills-reeve.com
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Franchise law
When you decide to set up a franchise operation to help
roll out your service across the country, we can help you
decide the best approach and design, support you to
implement a pilot franchise, and establish the right legal
arrangements to protect your intellectual property and
maintain quality.

Our work
Awards scheme branding | We advised a
government department on the potential to
exploit and licence the brand of an existing
awards scheme. We provided strategic input
and guidance on the appropriate model to both
maximise the future success of the scheme
while achieving value for money for the
department’s investment.

We advise both government franchisors and franchisees
on all aspects of their franchise arrangements, including
drafting appropriate agreements and protecting the
intellectual property and goodwill in the franchise
operation. We can advise on the protection and
exploitation of trade marks in the UK and beyond.

Education concession | We worked with the
Department for Education, advising on the use
of branding restrictions to manage the roll out
of its T Levels education programme to be run
by independent licensees.

Good communication and network management is key to
the success of both franchisors and franchisees and we
can advise you on maintaining a strong network and
other non-contentious aspects of franchising. We can
also advise you in relation to the contentious aspects of
franchise agreements.

Acquisitions | We have acted on multiple
deals for the acquisition and disposal of hotel
franchises and motor dealerships, including
providing corporate and real estate (site
acquisition) advice, and advice on funding and
the franchise agreement.

Lead contacts
Jayne Hussey
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8400
jayne.hussey@mills-reeve.com

Mark Pearce
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8264
mark.pearce@mills-reeve.com

Network Management | We have experience
in assisting franchisors with managing their
networks, including managing the franchisee
renewal process and assisting franchisors with
managing the sales process when their
franchisees sell the franchisee’s business.

Fay Lyttle
Senior Associate
T: +44 (0)121 456 8233
E: fay.lyttle@mills-reeve.com
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Health and Healthcare

Our work

Our extensive experience in the health and care sector
means there’s not much we haven’t seen. Our work with
the Department of Health and Social Care, providers in
both the public and private sector, NHS Digital, NHS
England, Clinical Commissioning Groups and emerging
Integrated Care Systems (ICSs) means we can expertly
help with commissioning, transactional work, litigation,
regulatory issues, delivering care, risk management,
people, real estate, projects and much more.

Winning in the Court of Appeal | Our
successful defence of a JR brought against 12
Clinical Commissioning Groups prescribing
Avastin for wet AMD made UK newspaper
front pages. Novartis and Bayer appealed the
decision but we won in the Court of Appeal
and permission was refused by the Supreme
Court. It is estimated that savings to the NHS
could be in the region of £500 million per year.
Enabling Data Sharing for Research | We
advised the consortium lead, Imperial College
Health Partners (ICHP) on Discover-NOW
which aims to revolutionise how health
information is used to treat and prevent
disease, by bringing together NHS
organisations with academic, technology,
industry and charity partners, and patients and
the public. The hub combines anonymised
patient health data from the populations of
London and Manchester onto a single platform
and makes them available for NHS, academic
and industry research. We advised on the
consortium agreement and terms of reference
setting out the parties’ roles and contributions
and the governance arrangements. We also
advised on the grant funding arrangement,
technology licensing, IP and storage/use of
data.

Key strengths
Deep sector knowledge | Our depth and breadth of
experience enables us to understand every part of the
complex health and care ecosystem and so offer you the
advice to meet your goals. As one of the leading
healthcare teams in the UK, our work includes everything
from M&As to major contracts, service redesigns,
governance, regulator relationships, and workforce and
patient issues.
Offer 24/7 access | We know that healthcare can be a
matter of life and death and decisions may need to be
made urgently. Our team is passionate about supporting
our clients, whenever they need us. We even have a 24hour healthcare phone line so you can be confident of
immediate, easy access to our advice.
Help inform decisions | We don’t sit on the fence but
actively help you make informed decisions on projects
both big and small. We work alongside you as an
extension of your team, offering training and guidance to
upskill and enable and help us achieve more, together.

Creating integrated care systems | We are
continuing to drive forward ground-breaking
projects like Dudley CCG’s ICP contracting
model – a huge and ambitious NHS integration
project. In addition, we are acting for a number
of Mental Health Provider Collaboratives in
Nottinghamshire, Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire
and Northamptonshire, to support a
collaborative approach to the provision of
mental health services in line with NHSE’s
Lead Provider care model. We are also
supporting commissioners in Greater
Manchester, Shropshire, Birmingham and the
Black Country on creating integrated care
systems and advising nationwide on the
development of Primary Care Networks.

Lead contacts
Jill Mason
Partner and Head of Health & Care
T +44(0)121 456 8367
jill.mason@mills-reeve.com

Rhian Vandrill
Partner
T +44(0)121 456 8280
rhian.vandrill@mills-reeve.com
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Health and safety
Our work

Our expert lawyers can proactively manage risks and
jump into action to provide expert advice following an
incident.

Death of employees | We provided advice to
a UK regulator and government agency from
when an employee drowned until the matter
had been concluded in court. This work
included comprehensive written responses
following requests for a PACE interview and
very detailed mitigation. The result was a
much-reduced financial penalty.

If you unexpectedly need to deal with a fatal accident or
serious injury, our specialist team of lawyers can provide
you with the expertise required to minimise the risks to
your business. We will support you every step of the way.
We have over 30 years’ experience helping all types of
clients with their health and safety law issues. Our team
advise on all aspects of this important area of law, from
health and safety legislation compliance and regulatory
processes, through to dealing with investigations and
inquests.

Fire safety and asbestos | We advise a
number of public bodies on fire safety and
asbestos issues, including investigations,
disputes over responsibility and provision of
information to the Health and Safety Executive.

We can also help with criminal investigations, public
inquests, employers’ and public liability, personal injury
claims defence, health and safety at work, and food and
fire safety.

Liability | We have provided advice at the
heart of government in respect of potential
criminal and civil liabilities arising out of
COVID-19 response measures, which included
guidance on how certain issues could be
managed using existing liability schemes.

Key strengths
Inquest-ready | We attend over 100 inquests a year on
behalf of clients, making us a firm of choice where
experience in handling inquests and advising on the
outcome is required.
Highly experienced | We offer health and safety advice
extensively to government and NHS departments as well
as organisations across the health, education, insurance,
agribusiness and real estate sectors.

Prosecution | The team are presently
advising a large food and agriculture business
who are being prosecuted by the HSE
following a serious chemical incident at their
plant.

Lead contacts
Duncan Astill
Partner

Investigations | We have been acting on
behalf of one of the country’s leading research
institutions on a Health and Safety Executive
investigation into a serious incident in the
workplace involving unguarded machinery.

T +44(0)1223 222477
duncan.astill@mills-reeve.com

Amanda Narkiewicz
Principal Associate
T +44(0)1223 222267
amanda.narkiewicz@mills-reeve.com

“Considering what it could have been,
I was over the moon with the result.”
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Immigration
When recruiting international staff, managing immigration
requirements is a critical and increasingly complex process.
Brexit and the ending of EU freedom of movement mean
that many more employers and individuals are not required
to navigate the UK’s complex immigration rules. We can
help you manage immigration compliance issues, enabling
you to build the team you need.
We can provide advice and support on the full spectrum of
immigration issues – from preparing sponsor licence
applications, drafting immigration policies and procedures,
assisting with right to work scenarios, supporting individual
visa applications, conducting immigration audits, or
delivering bespoke training for HR teams and managers.

Key strengths
Knowledge | We are members of the Home Office Business
Users’ Forum meaning we are able to keep our clients keep
up to date on the latest operational and policy
developments.
Comprehensive | Our team has deep and wide ranging
experience, from supporting individuals with ‘personal’
immigration applications through to helping employers
manage dynamic compliance obligations. Whatever the
immigration issue our team of experts should be able to
help.
Integrated | Many of our immigration lawyers are also
experienced employment lawyers, meaning we are able to
provide joined-up end-to-end support when recruiting and
retaining international staff.
International | We have built a network of contacts with our
‘best friend’ international firms meaning our clients can get
on-the-ground country-specific advice where staff are
seconded or relocated to work abroad.
Risk aware | Our audit services help to identify and fix areas
of risk, helping to ensure you have the necessary protections
in place to safeguard your workforce, finances and
reputation.

Our work
Non-departmental government body |
We delivered a bespoke training session on
the new points based immigration system,
managing sponsor compliance obligations,
and right to work issues.

NHS Trusts | We have advised numerous
NHS Trusts on recruiting skilled
international staff. This has included
assessing the eligibility of roles for Skilled
Worker visas, advising on sponsor
compliance duties, making effective use of
the EU Settlement Scheme, and assisting
in the preparation of visa applications.

UK University | We conducted an
immigration audit for a UK University in
preparation for a Home Office compliance
audit. This included interviewing staff,
analysing systems policies and procedures,
reviewing sponsored employee files,
advising on how to proactively address
matters with Home Office auditors,
amending policies and procedures, and
preparing a detailed audit report identifying
key risk areas and actions necessary to
achieve compliance.

Public sector employer | We drafted a
strategic immigration advice report for a
large employer with over 20,000 employees
and 700 sponsored workers. This
addressed the implications of Brexit and
cessation of EU freedom of movement and
the introduction of a new points based
immigration system.

Lead contacts
Alex Russell
Partner

“The [immigration] team is led….by
Alex Russell, who ‘provides a fantastic
service’”

T: +44 (0) 1603 693469
E: alex.russell@mills-reeve.com

Mark Benton
Senior Associate
T: +44 (0) 121 456 8217
E: mark.benton@mills-reeve.com
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Life sciences
We have a nationally renowned full service practice
focussed on supporting organisations in all life sciences
fields – pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, medical
devices, diagnostics and digital health.

Our work
Vaccines and clinical trials | We advised
UKRI on its funding of a number of accelerated
late-stage clinical trials for medicinal products
for the possible treatment of COVID-19. We
also supported the UK Government’s
Pandemic Influenza Preparedness
Programme, including putting in place
contracts for the supplier of influenza vaccine
in the event of a pandemic – rated as the UK’s
most significant civil emergency risk.

We can help wherever you need, whether that is to
acquire new products, protect an idea, negotiate a
complex technology or IP contract or deal with regulatory
compliance issues. We provide solutions and risk
analysis to enable you to seize the opportunities open to
you.
Our specialisms include corporate and commercial,
regulatory, and patents and IP.

MHRA | We continue to advise the National
Institute for Biological Standards and Control
(a division of the Medicines and Healthcare
Regulatory Agency, the MHRA) on a range of
IP matters, including material transfer
agreements, research collaborations and cell
line licensing arrangements. Members of our
team undertake secondments into the MHRA,
giving us an in-depth understanding of industry
regulation.

Key strengths
Understanding beyond the law | Our life sciences team
includes lawyers with scientific backgrounds and
experience of working in-house at life sciences
organisations, enabling us to really understand complex
technical background to life sciences issues and how
other organisations approach matters.
Understanding beyond the Government | Our life
sciences advice to the government and public sector
benefits from our work for a broad industry client base
including global pharmaceutical and med tech
businesses and academic institutions. We also regularly
support regulatory bodies.

Ventilator challenge | We supported the
Cabinet Office on its ventilator challenge
programme including a range of contracts,
public law and regulatory issues.
Health data | We advised Health Data
Research UK on its scale-up activities
including establishment of its research hubs
and a range of IP and licensing issues.

Lead contacts
James Fry
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222505
james.fry@mills-reeve.com

Licensing | We offered licensing and IP
advice on setting up the UK’s first Academic
Healthcare Centre, one of the UK's 11
Biomedical Research Centres with five years
guaranteed research funding.

Mark Pearce
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8264
mark.pearce@mills-reeve.com

Stephanie Caird
Principal Associate

“A huge thanks to the team at Mills &
Reeve for their hard work and support
which was critical in enabling us to
achieve this deal – their transactional
and sector knowledge proved
invaluable.”

T +44(0)1223 222457
stephanie.caird@mills-reeve.com

Client testimonial
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Media law
As recognised experts in reputation and brand
management and media litigation work, our team protects
public bodies from reputational harm from intrusive media
in print, online and on social media.

Our work
Household name institution | When an
individual made potentially harmful
comments on social media, which were
picked up by news media, we defended the
allegations and prevented High Court
proceedings with timely, strong pre-action
correspondence.

In these often highly sensitive situations, you can trust
our team to jump into action to offer informed, insightful
advice.
We act on defamation, data breaches, privacy and
breach of confidence, misuse of private information,
harassment, disclosure orders and intellectual property
and copyright issues. We also advise organisations when
developing media contracts.

West Midlands Ambulance Service | When
a claim arose out of statements made to the
BBC, we represented the public body by
defending libel proceedings – which were
successfully struck out.

Key strengths
Reactive | Understanding that speed is often of the
essence, we always aim to achieve quick results to
minimise reputational harm, adverse publicity, and
exposure.

International household named charity |
We defended libel proceedings in the Royal
Courts of Justice when our client was
accused of defaming a volunteer, achieving a
pragmatic, commercial solution and avoiding
a costly, public trial.

Proactive | We work with communications officers to
provide pre-publication advice and lawyer clearance
when issuing statements to the public, mitigating the risk
of reputational harm and legal claims.
Holistic | We advise a wide range of organisations and
individuals who face sensitive allegations, including
public bodies, the government, ministers and MPs.

Journalistic and broadcast enquiries | We
regularly help high-profile organisations
develop robust pre-publication rights of reply,
often where there are public interest
considerations.

Lead contacts
Rachael Somerset
Principal Associate
T: +44 (0) 161 234 8716
E: rachael.somerset@mills-reeve.com

Social media | We handle novel cases in this
developing area, including obtaining
disclosure orders to gain user details from
platforms.

Richard Dawson-Gerrard
Partner
T: +44 (0) 161 234 8797
E: richard.dawson-gerrard@mills-reeve.com

"Excellent...had in depth knowledge of
the relevant law and drilled down to the
central facts of the case that mattered."
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Public inquiries and inquests
How an organisation conducts or responds to
investigations has a huge impact on families, staff,
communities and organisations.

Our work

We’ve dealt with over 1,200 inquiries and inquests over
the last 10 years, representing more than 100 clients
across healthcare, prison, fire, charities, ambulance,
government bodies and universities. Our team has been
front-and-centre of the UK’s most high-profile health
inquiries. We are commissioned by providers, including
NHS providers, to review serious incident reports, either
at the time or following the initial investigation.

Pandemic | We are working on the
upcoming Covid-19 Public Inquiry to advise
our clients’ on early preparations and to
ensure the best evidence is secured.

Children’s Cardiac Services in Bristol |
We worked with the Chair to establish how
the Review would operate, navigating difficult
and sensitive issues directly with hundreds of
parties, including family members and NHS
staff, to secure evidence. Junior colleagues
were seconded to the review team.

With our extensive experience, we can help you take the
right approach to these sensitive matters.

Key strengths
Empathy | We build strong, positive working
relationships, including with families that have suffered
loss, staff members that need help to understand the
process, coroners, Chairs, and their legal team.
Understanding everyone’s needs helps us to achieve the
best outcome.

Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust
Public Inquiry | We advised Professor Sir
Ian Kennedy and Anna Walker, the former
Chair and Chief Executive of the Healthcare
Commission in this high profile inquiry. Our
work included drafting witness statements,
reviewing statements, assessing evidence,
dealing with disclosure of over 8,000
documents, selecting Counsel and preparing
questions.

Detailed | Our aim is to spot the issues, reduce the
impact and look ahead for risks to deal with them early.
We act quickly to carry out a risk assessment and create
a clear action plan. We advise on contact with families,
liaise with stakeholders, and support staff with evidencegiving. Throughout, we offer advocacy and support, and
manage media.

Heart of England NHS FT | We provided
extensive advice on a range of issues and
presented this evidence in person and in
writing to the Trust Board.

Capacity | We can build teams quickly and at very short
notice to deal with large disclosure exercises using varied
case management systems.

Lead contacts

“Your team's handling was superb both
in terms of professional and personal
support.”

Katrina McCrory
Principal Associate
T +44(0)121 456 8451
katrina.mccrory@mills-reeve.com

Professor Sir Ian Kennedy, Mid-Staffordshire Inquiry

Jill Mason
Partner and Head of Health & Care

“I hope to apply all I’ve learned in
delivering safer services. You are clearly
a master of your craft.”

T +44(0)121 456 8367
jill.mason@mills-reeve.com

Head of Healthcare – HMP Notts
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Telecommunications
The right telecommunications set up is key to the
successful functioning of the public sector.

Our work

Our input to the public sector on telecoms issues ranges
from outsourcing major ICT services, such as voice over
IP technology, through to procuring broadband
connectivity.

Maritime and Coastguard Agency | We
recently worked with the agency on the Radio
Network Infrastructure Replacement
Programme, supporting on the procurement
of critical national infrastructure that will
enable all communication transmissions to
and from ships at sea and HM Coastguard
offices. We mitigated against the risk of
procurement challenge, developed detailed
negotiation plans and prepared the draft
master agreement.

In addition, our lawyers have expertise in contact
centre/call centre contracts, including offshore
outsourcing. Our lawyers have negotiated against some
of the biggest telecoms providers in the industry for our
clients, including companies such as: AT&T, Vodafone,
Orange, Telefonica, BT, TalkTalk, Sky and Virgin.
In this area, we can support with commercial,
compliance, data protection, transactional and intellectual
property issues.

British Council | The British Council’s global
customer service function consists of around
1,000 staff based in offices in over 100
countries. We worked with the British Council
to procure a cloud-based, soft phone
telephony solution for use in its contact
centre environments, to facilitate flexible
working and ensure systems integration. We
advised on how to structure arrangements
with the cloud telephony provider for
implementation, drafted the contract and
advised on issues arising from the
procurement process.

Restrictions: Telecommunications regulation

Lead contacts
Peter Wainman
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222408
peter.wainman@mills-reeve.com

Jagvinder Singh Kang
Partner, International & UK Head of IT
T: +44(0)121 456 8470
jagvinder.singhkang@mills-reeve.com

Kevin Calder
Partner
T +44(0)1223 222208
kevin.calder@mills-reeve.com

Financial Conduct Authority | We advise
the FCA on the procurement of
telecommunications, data centre connectivity
and other related services.

Martin Priestley
Partner
T +44(0)113 388 8443
martin.priestley@mills-reeve.com

Ministry of Defence | We supported on the
MORPHEUS project, procuring state-of-theart battlefield communications systems.
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